The IEDSS (Inclusive Education for Disabled at Secondary Stage), Branch functioning from Amrita Shergil School Bldg, Behind Lady Sri Ram College, Lajpat Nagar-IV, Delhi is declared as Administrative Branch, in respect of Special Education Teachers with immediate effect.

Hence forth IEDSS Branch will deal with all the matters / issues / pertaining to Special Education Teachers of Directorate of Education.

This issues with the prior approval of Competent Authority.

Asstt. DIRECTOR EDUCATION (E-IV)

Copy forwarded for information:
1. All Regional Director of Education.
2. All DDEs/Eos of the Directorate of Education.
3. (PS to the Secy (Edn.). Directorate Education/ Addl.DE.(Adman),
4. PS to DE of the Directorate of Education
5. PS to SDE(Admn)/DDE(HQ)/DDE(Adman.)
6. In-charge, Computer Cell, Directorate of Education with request to provide links, to excess the data of SETs, to the IEDSS Branch and to upload this order on the website of the Department.
7. OS(IEDSS) with request to collect all files/details /Court Case pertain to Special Education Teachers for E-IV Branch.
8. IEDSSS Branch.) (Admin Cell), Amrita Shergil School Bldg, Behind Lady Sri Ram College, Lajpat Nagar-IV, Delhi.
9. Guard File

Asstt. DIRECTOR EDUCATION (E-IV)